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In My Mother's House Sharika Thiranagama 2011-08-16 In May 2009, the Sri
Lankan army overwhelmed the last stronghold of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam—better known as the Tamil Tigers—officially bringing an end to nearly
three decades of civil war. Although the war has ended, the place of minorities in
Sri Lanka remains uncertain, not least because the lengthy conflict drove entire
populations from their homes. The figures are jarring: for example, all of the
roughly 80,000 Muslims in northern Sri Lanka were expelled from the Tamil
Tiger-controlled north, and nearly half of all Sri Lankan Tamils were displaced
during the course of the civil war. Sharika Thiranagama's In My Mother's House
provides ethnographic insight into two important groups of internally displaced
people: northern Sri Lankan Tamils and Sri Lankan Muslims. Through detailed
engagement with ordinary people struggling to find a home in the world,
Thiranagama explores the dynamics within and between these two minority
communities, describing how these relations were reshaped by violence,
displacement, and authoritarianism. In doing so, she illuminates an often
overlooked intraminority relationship and new social forms created through
protracted war. In My Mother's House revolves around three major themes: ideas
of home in the midst of profound displacement; transformations of familial
experience; and the impact of the political violence—carried out by both the
Tamil Tigers and the Sri Lankan state—on ordinary lives and public speech. Her
rare focus on the effects and responses to LTTE political regulation and
violence demonstrates that envisioning a peaceful future for post-conflict Sri
Lanka requires taking stock of the new Tamil and Muslim identities forged by the
civil war. These identities cannot simply be cast away with the end of the war
but must be negotiated anew.
Parsis in India and the Diaspora John Hinnells 2007-10-22 The Parsis are India's
smallest minority community, yet they have exercised a huge influence on the
country. This book, written by notable experts in the field, explores various key
aspects of the Parsis, spanning the time from their arrival in India to the twentyfirst century.
UPSC MAINS HISTORY SOLVED PAPERS (2002-2012) Editorial Board
2020-02-11 (E-Book) UPSC MAINS HISTORY SOLVED PAPERS (2002-2012)
PDF Contents: HISTORY IAS (MAIN) SOLVED PAPER 2002 : PAPER-1 & 2
HISTORY IAS (MAIN) SOLVED PAPER 2003 : PAPER-1 & 2 HISTORY IAS
(MAIN) SOLVED PAPER 2004 : PAPER-1 & 2 HISTORY IAS (MAIN) SOLVED
PAPER 2005 : PAPER-1 & 2 HISTORY IAS (MAIN) SOLVED PAPER 2006 :
PAPER-1 & 2 HISTORY IAS (MAIN) SOLVED PAPER 2007 : PAPER-1 & 2
HISTORY IAS (MAIN) SOLVED PAPER 2008 : PAPER-1 & 2 HISTORY IAS
(MAIN) SOLVED PAPER 2009 : PAPER-1 & 2 HISTORY IAS (MAIN) SOLVED
PAPER 2010 : PAPER-1 & 2 HISTORY IAS (MAIN) SOLVED PAPER 2011 :
PAPER-1 & 2 HISTORY IAS (MAIN) SOLVED PAPER 2012 : PAPER-1 & 2
History of Ceylon 1959
The New Natural History of Madagascar Steven M. Goodman 2022-11-15 A
marvelously illustrated reference to the natural wonders of one of the most
spectacular places on earth Separated from Africa’s mainland for tens of
millions of years, Madagascar has evolved a breathtaking wealth of
biodiversity, becoming home to thousands of species found nowhere else on the
planet. The New Natural History of Madagascar provides the most
comprehensive, up-to-date synthesis available of this island nation’s priceless
biological treasures. Now fully revised and expanded, this beautifully
illustrated compendium features contributions by more than 600 globally
renowned experts who cover the history of scientific exploration in Madagascar,
as well as the island’s geology and soils, climate, forest ecology, human
ecology, marine and coastal ecosystems, plants, invertebrates, fishes,
amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. This invaluable two-volume reference
also includes detailed discussions of conservation efforts in Madagascar that
showcase several successful protected area programs that can serve as models
for threatened ecosystems throughout the world. Provides the most
comprehensive overview of Madagascar’s rich natural historyCoedited by 18
different specialistsFeatures hundreds of new contributions by world-class
expertsIncludes hundreds of new illustrationsCovers a broad array of topics,
from geology and climate to animals, plants, and marine lifeSheds light on newly
discovered species and draws on the latest scienceAn essential resource for
anyone interested in Madagascar or tropical ecosystems in general, from
biologists and conservationists to ecotourists and armchair naturalists
Ravana's Kingdom Justin W. Henry 2022 Ravana, the demon-king antagonist from
the Ramayana, the ancient Hindu epic poem, has become an unlikely cultural hero
among Sinhala Buddhists over the past decade. In Ravana's Kingdom, Justin W.
Henry delves into the historical literary reception of the epic in Sri Lanka,
charting the adaptions of its themes and characters from the 14th century
onwards, as many Sri Lankan Hindus and Buddhists developed a sympathetic
impression of Ravana's character, and through the contemporary Ravana
revival, which has resulted in the development of an alternative mythological
history, depicting Ravana as king of the Sri Lanka's indigenous inhabitants, a
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formative figure of civilizational antiquity, and the direct ancestor of the
Sinhala Buddhist people. Henry offers a careful study of the literary history of
the Ramayana in Sri Lanka, employing numerous sources and archives that have
until now received little to no scholarly attention, as well as the 21st
century revision of a narrative of the Sri Lankan people-a narrative incubated by
the general public online, facilitated by social media and by the speed of travel of
information in the digital age. Ravana's Kingdom offers a glimpse into a centuriesold, living Ramayana tradition among Hindus and Buddhists in Sri Lanka-a case
study of the myth-making process in the digital age.
Southeast Asia in the Fifteenth Century Geoff Wade 2010 The argument rests
on developments such as the introduction of firearms, more intensive rice
agriculture, Thai and Viet ceramic exports, Korean and Ryukyu contacts with
Southeast Asia, the demise of Champa, the climax of Viet and northern Tai
statecraft, the birth of Melayu-Muslim kingship in Melaka and the creation of a
new Muslim Javanese civilisation on Java's north coast. Coincident with these
changes, Ming China's engagement with Sourtheast Asia grew as a result of
overland expansion into the Tai and Viet polities, state-sponsored maritime
voyages, and private Chinese trade and migration to the region. -Sri Lanka in the Modern Age Nira Wickramasinghe 2014-01-03 Sri Lanka in the
Modern Age recounts the modern history of the island in an accessible yet
unconventional manner. Where other histories have tended to focus on the
state's failure to accommodate the needs and demands of minority communities,
Wickramasinghe places their claims alongside the political, social and economic
demands of other communities, parties, associations and groups, tracing their
lineages to the colonial period. This updated second edition carries the book into
the present, covering the brutal end of Sri Lanka's civil war and the making of
oppressive stability that has grown in its wake. Drawing on recent work as well
as on her own research in the field, Wickramasinghe has written above all a
history of the people of Sri Lanka rather than a history of the nation-state.
TARGET IIFT 2021 (Past Papers 2005 - 2020) + 5 Mock Tests 12th Edition
Disha Experts 2020-07-01
Sustainable Energy Development and Innovation A. A. M. Sayigh 2022 This book
contains selected papers presented during the World Renewable Energy Congress
(WREC) 2020 at the Instituto Superior T cnico in Lisbon. The WREC is
dedicated to promoting renewable energy global development, and features top
international experts, policy makers, scientists, engineers, technology
developers, and business practitioners addressing the most current research and
technological breakthroughs in sustainable energy development and innovation.
The contributions address policy and renewable energy technologies and
applications in all sectors--for heating and cooling, agricultural applications,
water, desalination, industrial applications, and for the transport sectors.
Presents cutting-edge research in green building and renewable energy from all
over the world; Covers the most up-to-date research developments, government
policies, business models, best practices, and innovations; Contains case studies
and examples to enhance practical application of the technologies.
The History Compendium for IAS Prelims General Studies Paper 1 & State PSC
Exams 3rd Edition Disha Experts 2018-12-17 The thouroughly Revised &
Updated 3rd Edition of the book History Compendium for General Studies CSAT
Paper 1 & State PCS provides the MOST UPDATED material for the exam. The
USP of the book is that the information is captured in a self-explanatory and
easy to remember methodology which comprises of Mind Maps, Infographics,
Charts, Tables and latest exam pattern MCQs. The emphasis of the book has been
on capturing each and every detail pertaining to the Indian History which is
important from the point of view of the exam. The book captures most of the
important questions with explanations of the past years of the IAS Prelim exam,
CDS, NDA and other competitive exams distributed in the various chapters. The
book is divided into 3 parts (Ancient, Medieval & Modern) which are further
divided into 32 chapters. Each chapter is followed by 2 levels of exercises with
1500+ Simple MCQs & statement based MCQs.
The Routledge Companion to Marketing History D.G. Brian Jones 2016-01-29
The Routledge Companion to Marketing History is the first collection of
readings that surveys the broader field of marketing history, including the key
activities and practices in the marketing process. With contributors from leading
international scholars working in marketing history, this companion provides nine
country-specific histories of marketing practice as well as a broad analysis of
the field, including: the histories of advertising, retailing, channels of
distribution, product design and branding, pricing strategies, and consumption
behavior. While other collections have provided an overview of the history of
marketing thought, this is the first of its kind to do so from the perspective of
companies, industries, and even whole economies. The Routledge Companion to
Marketing History ranges across many countries and industries, engaging in
substantive detail with marketing practices as they were performed in a variety
of historical periods extending back to ancient times. It is not to be missed by any
historian or student of business.
TARGET IIFT 2017 (Past Papers 2005 - 2016) + 5 Mock Tests - 9th Edition
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Disha Experts 2017-09-01 TARGET IIFT 2017 - Past (2005 - 2016) + 5 Mock
Tests contains the detailed solutions of IIFT Question Papers from 2005 to
2016. The book also contains 5 Mock tests designed exactly as per the latest
pattern of IIFT. The book also contains a General Awareness Question Bank
containing 100+ MCQ’s involving current issues similar to the ones asked in the
actual exam.
A New History of the Humanities Rens Bod 2014-01 Offers the first overarching
history of the humanities from Antiquity to the present.
Oswaal NTA CUET (UG) Sample Paper, General Test + Question Bank
Quantitative Aptitude, General Awareness & Logical Reasoning(Set of 4
Books)(Entrance Exam Preparation Book 2022) Oswaal Editorial Board
2022-05-20 Oswaal NTA CUET (UG) Sample Paper, General Test +Question
Banks Quantitative Aptitude, General Awareness & Logical Reasoning Book
2022 are Strictly as per the latest Syllabus and pattern of NTA CUET (UG) 2022 based on MCQs The NTA CUET (UG) Sample Paper, General Test
+Question Banks Quantitative Aptitude, General Awareness & Logical
Reasoning | Entrance Exam Preparation Book 2022 Chapter wise introduction to
enable quick revision and systematic flow of concepts in Revision Notes on all
subjects It comprises Latest 2021 solved Paper (3 Subjects) Quantitative
Aptitude, General Awareness & Logical Reasoning Tips to crack the NTA CUET
Exam 2022 in the first Attempt The NTA CUET (UG) Sample Paper, General Test
+Question Banks Quantitative Aptitude, General Awareness & Logical
Reasoning | Entrance Exam Preparation Book 2022 includes Valuable insights –
tips, tricks and short Cuts Mind Maps to provoke new ideas The NTA CUET (UG)
Sample Paper, General Test +Question Banks Quantitative Aptitude, General
Awareness & Logical Reasoning | Entrance Exam Preparation Book 2022 helps to
Boost Memory skills with Mnemonics QR codes for Digital Learning Experience
Encyclopedia of Monasticism: A-L William M. Johnston 2000 "This well-written,
well-researched reference source brings together monastic life with particular
attention to three traditions: Buddhist, Eastern Christian, and Western
Christian."--"Outstanding Reference Sources," American Libraries, May 2001.
Studies in Indian Epigraphy 2000
Thai Agriculture Lindsay Falvey 2000 The history, science, and social aspects
of today’s Thai agriculture is traced from hunters and gatherers through agrocities through State-religious Empires and immigrating Tai to produce a
sustainable agriculture. The wet glutinous rice culture determined
administrative structures in a pragmatic society which regularly produced a
saleable surplus. Continuing today, these systems consolidated the importance
of rice agriculture to national security and economic well-being, as Chinese and
European influence benefited agribusiness and initiated the demand which would
expand agriculture through population increase until accessible land was
expended. As agriculture declined in relative financial importance, it continued to
provide the benefits of employment, crisis resilience, self-sufficiency, rural social
support, and cultural custody. Agricultural institutions evolved from a
taxation and dispute resolution base to provide research, education, and
technology transfer at levels below potential as they supported commercial
agriculture funded by credit. Agribusiness expanded from the 1960s and smallholders were partly viewed as a past relic which agribusiness could modernise.
Unique elements of Thai agriculture include: irrigation technologies;
administrative structures based on water control; global leadership in many
agricultural commodities; multinational agribusiness; negotiating approaches;
potential for further increases from known technologies, and an open culture
which has embraced new ideas. One of the world’s few major agricultural
exporters, Thailand leads the world in rice, rubber, canned pineapple, and black
tiger prawn production and export, the region in chicken meat export and several
other commodities, and feeds more the four times its own population from less
intensive agriculture than its neighbours. Poised to benefit from expansion in
livestock demand, poverty reduction, and improved education, research, and legal
and social systems, evident in the recent Asian financial crisis, will be considered
with popular concern for socially sensitive alternatives for small-holder
farmers to co-exist with commercial agriculture. Thailand will likely remain one
of the world’s major agricultural countries in social, environmental and
economic terms for the foreseeable future, as it addresses the continuing rural
issues of poverty and inequity.
TARGET IIFT 2019 (Past Papers 2005 - 2018) + 5 Mock Tests 11th Edition
Disha Experts 2019-04-16 TARGET IIFT 2019 - Past (2005 - 2018) + 5 Mock
Tests contains the detailed solutions of IIFT Question Papers from 2005 to
2018. The book also contains thoroughly revised & updated 5 Mock tests
designed exactly as per the latest pattern of IIFT - 114 questions. The book
also contains a General Awareness Question Bank containing 100+ MCQ’s
involving current issues similar to the ones asked in the actual exam.
Endangered Elephants 2004
Bibliography of the History of Medicine National Library of Medicine (U.S.) 1990
Bibliography of the History of Medicine 1984
Disasters and History Bas van Bavel 2020-10-22 Offers the first
comprehensive overview of research into hazards and disasters from a historical
perspective. This title is also available as Open Access on Cambridge Core.
Tropical Rainforest Research — Current Issues D.S. Edwards 2012-12-06
Proceedings of the conference held in Bandar Seri Begawan, April 1993
Sacred Worlds Chris Park 2002-11-01 This book, the first in the field for two
decades, looks at the relationships between geography and religion. It represents
a synthesis of research by geographers of many countries, mainly since the
1960s. No previous book has tackled this emerging field from such a broad,
interdisciplinary perspective, and never before have such a variety of detailed
case studies been pulled together in so comparative or illuminating a way.
Examples and case studies have been drawn from all the major world religions
and from all continents from both a historical and contemporary perspective.
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Major themes covered in the book include the distribution of religion and the
processes by which religion and religious ideas spread through space and time.
Some of the important links between religion and population are also explored. A
great deal of attention is focused on the visible manifestations of religion on the
cultural landscape, including landscapes of worship and of death, and the whole
field of sacred space and religious pilgrimage.
Culture, Politics, and Development in Postcolonial Sri Lanka Nalani Hennayake
2006 In this book, Nalani Hennayake unravels how the development experience of
a postcolonial society is deeply embedded in a complex historical relationship
between culture and politics by focusing on the country of Sri Lanka.
The Archaeology of the Indian Subcontinent and Sri Lanka Robert B. Marks
Ridinger 2001 Introduces the researcher to the vast and varied literature on
South Asian archaeology and prehistory.
Demons and Development James Brow 1996-10-01 In contemporary Sri Lanka,
long-established modes of rural life are being disrupted in the name of progress.
As this occurs, instances of "demonic possession" have been known to take
place—incidents that may both express the conflicts that result and attempt
to resolve them. When residents of the village of Kukulewa were promised sixty
new houses, a factional rift arose between those who benefited from the project
and those who did not. The breach between what became in effect two separate
villages resulted in both divisive accusations of sorcery and spirit-inspired
appeals for cooperation. James Brow witnessed these possession trances and
sorcery accusations as they occurred, enabling him to convey this richly
textured story interweaving political factionalism and troubled spirits.
Official projects of development have proceeded apace in Sri Lanka, but until now
there have been few accounts of their tendency to tear apart the fabric of rural
society. Demons and Development combines an engaging narrative of how
development was experienced in one particular village with an original
contribution to theories of hegemony, the social anthropology of South Asia,
the ethnography of nationalism, and the sociology of development.
Methods in World History Arne Jarrick 2016-01-07 Methods in World History
is the first international volume that systematically addresses a number of
methodological problems specific to the field of World History. Prompted by a
lack of applicable works, the authors advocate a considerable sharpening of the
tools used within the discipline. Theories constructed on poor foundations run
an obvious risk of reinforcing flawed assumptions, and of propping up other, more
ideological constructions. The dedicated critical approach outlined in this
volume helps to mitigate such risks. Each essay addresses a particular issue,
discussing its problems, giving practical examples, and offering solutions and
ways of overcoming the difficulties involved. The perspectives are varied, the
criticism focussed, and a common theme of coalescence is maintained throughout.
This unique anthology will be of great use to advanced scholars of World
History, and to students entering the field for the first time.
Transnationalism in Ancient and Medieval Societies Michael C. Howard
2014-01-10 While scholars have long documented the migration of people in
ancient and medieval times, they have paid less attention to those who traveled
across borders with some regularity. This study of early transnational
relations explores the routine interaction of people across the boundaries of
empires, tribal confederacies, kingdoms, and city-states, paying particular
attention to the role of long-distance trade along the Silk Road and maritime
trade routes. It examines the obstacles voyagers faced, including limited travel
and communication capabilities, relatively poor geographical knowledge, and the
dangers of a fragmented and shifting political landscape, and offers profiles of
better-known transnational elites such as the Hellenic scholar Herodotus and
the Venetian merchant Marco Polo, as well lesser known servants, merchants,
and sailors. By revealing the important political, economic, and cultural role
cross-border trade and travel played in ancient society, this work demonstrates
that transnationalism is not unique to modern times. Instructors considering
this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
Agricultural Research for Sustainable Food Systems in Sri Lanka Buddhi
Marambe 2020-03-30 A food system comprises the entire range of actors and
interlinked activities related to food production, processing, distribution,
marketing and trade, preparation, consumption, and disposal. When a food system
operates without compromising the needs of future generations, it is considered
to be a “Sustainable Food System.” The present-day food systems in Sri Lanka
are diverse, and the natural and physical environment, infrastructure,
institutions, society and culture, and policies and regulations within which the
food systems operate, as well as the technologies employed, have shaped their
outcomes. Agricultural research is a key factor in terms of innovation and
technological advances. Innovation has been the main driver of food systems’
transformation over the past few decades and will be critical to addressing the
needs of a rapidly growing population in a context of climate change and
scarcity of natural resources. In addition, agricultural research must help meet
the rising demand for food at affordable prices. Comprising 17 chapters written
by specialist(s) in their respective subject-areas, this Contributed Volume on
“Agricultural Research for Sustainable Food Systems in Sri Lanka: A Historical
Perspective” shares the scientific knowledge accumulated by the National
Agricultural Research System of Sri Lanka, including universities, and offers
recommendations on how to make food systems more sustainable in order to
address the current needs of Sri Lankan society. It presents perspectives on four
key thematic areas, namely: (i) Crop and animal production, management, and
improvement, (ii) Agro-product processing technologies, (iii) Natural resource
management, and (iv) Socio-economic development and agri-business management.
The Creative South Andrea Acri 2022-04-12 This edited volume
programmatically reconsiders the creative contribution of the littoral and
insular regions of Maritime Asia to shaping new paradigms in the Buddhist and
Hindu art and architecture of the mediaeval Asian world. Far from being a mere
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southern conduit for the maritime circulation of Indic religions, in the period from
ca. the 7th to the 14th century those regions transformed across mainland and
island polities the rituals, icons, and architecture that embodied these religious
insights with a dynamism that often eclipsed the established cultural centres in
Northern India, Central Asia, and mainland China. This collective body of work
brings together new research aiming to recalibrate the importance of these
innovations in art and architecture, thereby highlighting the cultural creativity
of the monsoon-influenced Southern rim of the Asian landmass. "Although
Maritime Asia in mediaeval times was not as densely populated as the agrarian
hinterland, Asia’s coasts were highly urbanized. The region from southern India to
south China was a heterogeneous blend of cultures, leavened with a strong
interest in trade. This cosmopolitan society afforded plentiful opportunities for
artists to find patrons and develop individual styles and aesthetic sensibilities.
In the bustling ports of Asia’s south coast, rulers sought to embellish their
prestige and attract foreign merchants by sponsoring the development of
monumental complexes and centres of learning and debate. These educational
institutions attracted teachers from all over Asia, and in their cloisters they
developed new intellectual frameworks which were reflected in works of art and
architecture. Scholars moved frequently by sea, influencing and being influenced
by other foreigners such as Japanese and central Asians who were also
attracted to these places. This very variety has hindered scholarly research in
the past. This volume contributes to the endeavour to show how Maritime Asia
was not an incoherent jumble of misunderstood influences from better-known
civilizations; there was a pattern to this creativity, which the authors in this
collection clarify for us. The maritime world of Asia may have lain on the
margins of the land, but it provided a physical and intellectual medium through
which artistic ideas from east and west flowed freely. Maritime Asia also made
significant original contributions which hold their own with those of the
hinterland of the Asian continent. Unconstrained by the burden of static
hierarchical courts, the peoples of Maritime Asia built on the inspiration
provided by a hybrid society to demonstrate a high degree of artistic originality
while testing but not breaking the link with conventional iconography."-Professor John Miksic, Department of Southeast Asian Studies, Faculty of Arts
and Social Sciences, National University of Singapore (NUS) "The collective
objective of this two-volume work is to give substance to the oft cited mantra
that mediaeval maritime Southeast Asia was as much an innovative contributor
to, as a recipient, in the cultural conversations that took place across the
Bay of Bengal and South China Sea. In bracketing these studies between the 7th
and 14th centuries, the editors have drawn into focus two key traditions that
are explicated in texts, ritual art and architecture and religious landscapes of
this period: tantric Buddhism and esoteric Shaivism. A great strength of these
studies is this focus, for which the editors are to be commended. The chapters
contain much that represents significant milestones in building new understanding
in the field, including overdue recognition of the importance of Southeast Asian
esoteric Buddhist practice in shaping Chinese Buddhism. Nowhere did the architects
of the religious landscape of early Southeast Asia think of themselves as being
on the periphery, or as outsiders, looking in. Rather, they knowingly imbued their
tirthas and sacred centres with the same authority as those in India and created
religious edifices that were on occasions beyond India’s experience. I highly
commend this publication to anyone with an interest in bringing a wider lens to
the study of Indian esoteric religious practices and to understanding the
relationship of early Hindu-Buddhist Southeast Asia to the wider Asian world."
-- John Guy, Senior Curator of South and Southeast Asian Art, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York "The Creative South is a rich compendium
of scholarship concerning the religious art of Southeast Asia and its ties to
India in the period beginning in the 8th century. It was a time when merchants were
crisscrossing the seas from India to China and when advocates of innovative
doctrines and rituals were finding ready support among the rulers of the varied
kingdoms. From the identification of images embraced by the seafarers to the
mysteries of the fire shrines in Cambodian temples, from the funerary beliefs of
Odisha to the unique character of the Javanese Ramayana, these eighteen studies
provide fresh understandings of the patterns of reception and innovation." -Hiram Woodward, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Quincy Scott Curator of Asian Art
Emeritus, The Walters Art Museum
History and Archaeology of Sri Lanka Ra av ra Gu avardhana 2000
Tropical Forests in Prehistory, History, and Modernity Patrick Roberts
2019-01-03 In popular discourse, tropical forests are synonymous with
'nature' and 'wilderness'; battlegrounds between apparently pristine floral,
faunal, and human communities, and the unrelenting industrial and urban powers
of the modern world. It is rarely publicly understood that the extent of human
adaptation to, and alteration of, tropical forest environments extends across
archaeological, historical, and anthropological timescales. This book is the
first attempt to bring together evidence for the nature of human interactions
with tropical forests on a global scale, from the emergence of hominins in the
tropical forests of Africa to modern conservation issues. Following a review of
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the natural history and variability of tropical forest ecosystems, this book
takes a tour of human, and human ancestor, occupation and use of tropical
forest environments
TARGET
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Edition
this book illustrates how our species has inhabited and modified tropical forests
from the earliest stages of its evolution. While agricultural strategies and
vast urban networks emerged in tropical forests long prior to the arrival of
European colonial powers and later industrialization, this should not be taken
as justification for the massive deforestation and biodiversity threats imposed
on tropical forest ecosystems in the 21st century. Rather, such a long-term
perspective highlights the ongoing challenges of sustainability faced by forager,
agricultural, and urban societies in these environments, setting the stage for
more integrated approaches to conservation and policy-making, and the
protection of millennia of ecological and cultural heritage bound up in these
habitats.
Disha Experts 2018-08-10 TARGET IIFT 2018 - Past (2005 - 2017) + 5 Mock
Tests contains the detailed solutions of IIFT Question Papers from 2005 to
2017. The book also contains 5 Mock tests designed exactly as per the latest
pattern of IIFT. The book also contains a General Awareness Question Bank
containing 100+ MCQ’s involving current issues similar to the ones asked in the
actual exam.
A Companion
Southern
Perspectives
to Southon
Asia
theinPost-2015
the Past Gwen
International
Robbins Schug
Development
2016-04-13
Agenda
A
Companion to South Asia in the Past provides the definitive overview of research
and knowledge about South Asia’s past, from the Pleistocene to the historic era
in India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Nepal, provided by a truly global
team of experts. The most comprehensive and detailed scholarly treatment of
South Asian archaeology and biological anthropology, providing groundbreaking new ideas and future challenges Provides an in-depth and broad view of
the current state of knowledge about South Asia’s past, from the Pleistocene
to the historic era in India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Nepal A
comprehensive treatment of research in a crucial region for human evolution and
biocultural adaptation A global team of scholars together present a varied
set of perspectives on South Asian pre- and proto-history
Debapriya Bhattacharya 2016-11-03 At the turn of the millennium, the
unanimous adoption of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) by the United
Nations General Assembly marked a new chapter in international development.
However, voices from the Global South were noticeably absent in shaping the
agenda. Fifteen years later, the global context has changed so much that it
would have been inconceivable not to have taken voices from the South into
account when planning the new Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Since its
inception in 2012, the Southern Voice on Post-MDG International Development
Goals (Southern Voice), a network of 48 think tanks from Africa, Asia and
Latin America, has generated a substantial body of original research to feed into
various aspects of the post-2015 development agenda, such as the missing
dimensions of the MDGs, ways to mitigate existing challenges in delivering on
aspired outcomes, and new issues, goals, targets and indicators that are
crucial for the next global development framework. Southern Perspectives on
the Post-2015 International Development Agenda consolidates this research
and stitches together development realities and policy experiences from the
Global South, infusing unique local perspectives to the global debate on the
post-2015 agenda. The compendium addresses the overarching themes underpinning
the new international development framework by focusing on issues such as
sustainability and growth, inclusion and social policies, governance and
capacities, and financing of the new agenda. Southern Voice seeks to challenge
the "knowledge asymmetry" afflicting the global knowledge system by
channelling evidence-based policy analyses produced by centres of excellence,
located in the Global South. This is a valuable resource for academics and
researchers, policymakers and practitioners, and concerned students in search of
alternative views on sustainable development.
Asian Panorama K. M. De Silva 1990
Oswaal NTA CUET (UG) Sample Papers English, Geography, History, Political
Science & General Test (Set of 5 Books)(Entrance Exam Preparation Book
2022) Oswaal Editorial Board 2022-05-21 Oswaal NTA CUET (UG) Sample
Paper English, Geography, History, Political Science & General Test | Entrance
Exam Preparation Book 2022 includes 10 Sample Papers in each subject (5
solved & 5 Self-Assessment Papers ) The NTA CUET (UG) Sample Paper English,
Geography, History, Political Science & General Test | Entrance Exam
Preparation Book 2022 Strictly as per the latest Syllabus and pattern of
NTA CUET (UG) - 2022 based on MCQs The NTA CUET (UG) Sample Paper
English, Geography, History, Political Science & General Test | Entrance Exam
Preparation Book 2022 includes On-Tips Notes for Quick Revision Mind Maps for
better learning The NTA CUET Book 2022 comprises Tips to crack the CUET
Exam in the first attempt
History of Ceylon: From c1500 to c1800 Ceylon. University 1995
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